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Quality and Low Vol Update 

Last Thursday, the S&P 500 was down 6% in one day- which almost triggered a market circuit breaker- and the VIX shot up to the 40s. But the announced 

fiscal stimulus of $1 trillion and the Fed’s “whatever it takes” mentality with heavy monetary stimulus have been good for the market over the past 2 

months, and the last couple of days. But because volatility is still so elevated, we still have high conviction in the combination of Quality and Low Vol for 

US equities right now. YTD the S&P 500 is up 2%, while US Quality is up 6% and US Low Vol is down -1.2%. There an outperformance of 70bps vs the S&P 

500 with this strategy. Equity valuations are still stretched and so we believe the Quality and Low Vol approach is a prudent way to be investing. 

  

Update on Canada and the Energy Trade 

There is a high correlation between oil prices and CAD however this is true more long-term. There have been pockets of short-term dislocation: for 

example, in late 2017 oil prices climbed but the CAD weakened. The recent rebound in oil has been related to the reopening of economic activity. Your 

view on oil should be related to the pace of expansion that we will experience going forward. Looking at the forward curve in the oil futures market, 

which projects oil prices out for the rest of the year, we see mildly higher oil prices than we do today. If there is a quicker reopening of the economy in 

the second half of 2020, then oil prices will increase from current projected levels. Once people begin driving more, and planes are flying more, this will 

create more demand for oil and energy. Once these activities become more sustained, we could see an improvement in oil prices and CAD.  

 

Option and Derivatives Update 

We keep our yield target on the covered calls consistent (3-4% annual range of added option premium). Because volatility is elevated, the value of the 

option is higher, so we can write calls further OTM (out-of-the-money). This means the portfolios’ potential for upside increases. Canadian Banks have the 

lowest volatility; this month we will be writing these contracts 6-8% OTM. The High Dividend strategies will be written at 8-10% OTM and the highest 

volatility strategies such as US Banks can get 12-15% OTM right now. Overall the opportunity is good in the option market because a higher volatility 

backdrop makes it easier to hit our yield target and the ability to write further OTM will give investors a good growth profile in the next couple months. 

 

Opportunities in Fixed Income 

The bond market has stabilized, much due to Central Banks indicating they will be buying bonds, but they will be “playing it by ear” in terms of how 

much bond-buying they will do in the coming months. In the US, $250 billion worth of corporate buying has been announced, but so far only $5.5 billion 

has been purchased, a small amount of the overall total. Powell indicated if conditions return to normal sooner, the Fed will slow or even stop its buying 

but if market stress returns, they will ramp up purchases. In Canada, the corporate and provincial bond buying program is focused on the shorter end of 

the curve, bonds 1-5 years. We have seen the buying start, so spreads have come down from their March peaks, but they are still historically on the 

higher end. Particularly in Canada, BBBs have widened significantly. If investors are willing to accept a little short-term vol, they can lock in a nice spread 

relative to government bonds right now. To get exposure to the Canadian BBB space, the BMO BBB Corporate Bond Index (ticker: ZBBB) allows 

investors to pinpoint this credit segment. The BBB segment still carries some risk though, if the economic rebound is not as strong some names could get 

downgraded to high yield, but for investors willing to take this on the spread over government is very attractive.



 

 

Emerging Markets 

The BMO MSCI Emerging Markets Index ETF (ticker: ZEM) is the largest Emerging Markets (EM) ETF in Canada with assets at $1.7 billion, so this 

would be a great way to add EM to your portfolio. EM is an active space, recently we have seen an uptick in interest especially among institutional 

buyers. There has been a valuation discount within EM for a long time; a consistent P/E discount vs other markets so there is a lot of opportunity 

here. Since the market bottom (March 23) EM has lagged all other regions including Canada and EAFE. EM is traditionally highly correlated to 

Canada but recently less so as it has become less of an energy play and more heavily dominated by Info Tech, especially in China and Taiwan. So, 

there is a place for it in Canadian portfolios, even more now than before. And the long-term story is compelling, as EM is the engine of the world’s 

growth and population. In the short term, look to buy on weakness. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Any statement that necessarily depends on future events may be a forward-looking statement. Forward-looking statements 
are not guarantees of performance. They involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Although such statements are based 
on assumptions that are believed to be reasonable, there can be no assurance that actual results will not differ materially 
from expectations. Investors are cautioned not to rely unduly on any forward-looking statements. In connection with any 
forward-looking statements, investors should carefully consider the areas of risk described in the most recent simplified 
prospectus. 
 
The viewpoints expressed by the Portfolio Manager represents their assessment of the markets at the time of publication. 
Those views are subject to change without notice at any time without any kind of notice. The information provided herein 
does not constitute a solicitation of an offer to buy, or an offer to sell securities nor should the information be relied upon as 
investment advice.  Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  The statistics in this update are based on 
information believed to be reliable but not guaranteed.  This communication is intended for informational purposes only. 
 
This article is for information purposes. The information contained herein is not, and should not be construed as, investment, 
tax or legal advice to any party. Investments should be evaluated relative to the individual’s investment objectives and 
professional advice should be obtained with respect to any circumstance. 
 
The BMO ETFs or securities referred to herein are not sponsored, endorsed or promoted by MSCI Inc. (“MSCI”), and MSCI 
bears no liability with respect to any such BMO ETFs or securities or any index on which such BMO ETFs or securities are 
based. The prospectus of the BMO ETFs contains a more detailed description of the limited relationship MSCI has with BMO 
Asset Management Inc. and any related BMO ETFs. 
 
Commissions, management fees and expenses (if any) all may be associated with investments in exchange traded funds. 
Please read the ETF Facts or prospectus before investing. Exchange traded funds are not guaranteed, their values change 
frequently and past performance may not be repeated. 
 
For a summary of the risks of an investment in the BMO ETFs, please see the specific risks set out in the prospectus.  BMO 
ETFs and ETF series trade like stocks, fluctuate in market value and may trade at a discount to their net asset value, which 
may increase the risk of loss. Distributions are not guaranteed and are subject to change and/or elimination. 
 
BMO ETFs are managed by BMO Asset Management Inc., which is an investment fund manager and a portfolio manager, 
and a separate legal entity from Bank of Montreal. 
 
®/™Registered trade-marks/trade-mark of Bank of Montreal, used under licence. 


